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	Machine Type: Bar Saw
	Manufacturer: Nishijimax
	Model: NHC-80ND
	Counting: Yes
	Cycles Input Source: 1M30 - (Relay N/O spare contacts)
	RunIdleInput Source: Cycle Start Button - Y0A3
	Scrap Input Source: Separator Advance - X051
	Setup Input Source: N/A 
	Inhibit  Connected to: Cycle Start Button - X037
	Additional Notes: SMI 2 Input Wiring-Run/Idle Input: For the Run/Idle input, locate the Cycle Start button on the Nishijimax front panel.  Wire a 24 VDC “isolation” relay so that when the machine is started the relay coil stays energized until the machine is stopped.  Then wire the N/O contacts of the relay so that one side goes to TB 2, pin 5 (24 VDC) and the other side to TB 2, pin 2 (Run/Idle input) of the SMI 2. Note: Choose a relay with the correct voltage and input rating and preferably one with bifurcated contacts. Refer to your SMI 2 manual for input specifications.Wiring this signal will cause SMI 2’s state to change from Idle, or a downtime state to Running whenever the machine is cutting.-Cycle Input Wiring: In order for the SMI 2 to count, it is necessary to get a signal from the Nishijimax saw each time a cut is made.  For this signal use the IM 30 machine relay located in the Nishijimax control cabinet.  Then wire this relay’s spare N/O contacts so one side is connected to the Nishijimax 24 VDC supply and the other side to TB 2, pin1 (Cycle input) of the SMI 2. Note: When wiring directly to the IM 30 machine relay, always connect a common ground between the Nishijimax control and the SMI 2.-Scrap: The SMI 2 can optionally count the number of scrap by wiring a signal from the Nishijimax scrap diverter arm solenoid into the SMI 2 scrap input. A trim cut at the beginning and the end of each bar typically gets made resulting in one or two short scrap pieces. The length and number of scrap is determined by the program running in the Nishijimax control. To wire this input, locate the Nishijimax Separator Advance Solenoid (Solo78, X051).  Using a 24 VDC “isolation” relay, wire the Separator Adv. signal to the relay coil so it energizes when the scrap diverter arm moves into place.  Then wire the N/O contacts of the relay so that one side goes to TB 2, pin 5 (24 VDC) and the other side to TB 2, pin 3 (Scrap input) of the SMI 2. Note: Choose a relay with the correct voltage and input rating and preferably one with bifurcated contacts. Refer to your SMI 2 manual for input specifications.-Machine Inhibit: To wire the machine inhibit, determine which conductor of the Nishijimax Cycle start switch, if disconnected, will prevent the machine from starting when the Cycle start button is pressed. Then wire this conductor in series with the SMI 2’s Machine Inhibit Output dry contacts TB 5, pins 4 & 5.  Rev A (5/4/2020)                                                                                                                                                                Page 1 of 2
	Machine Photo: 
	Industry: [Fab]
	Additional Notes (Cont: 
	): -SMI 2 Programming: Access the SMI 2 Admin menu by clicking on the gear icon. Then select Input Status Lines> Enable Inputs and program the following settings: Run/Idle Sense Input = Enabled, Req cycle for ‘Running” = no, Scrap Sense Input (if wired) = Enabled, Decrement On Scrap = NoNotice: The information contained in this data sheet describes how we were able to obtain the required signals for this particular machine. Each machine is different in design and it may be necessary to contact your machine manufacturer for help obtaining the right signals. You can also contact our tech support group at 800-586-8324 option 3 for assistance.Rev A (5/4/2020)                                                                                                                                                                      Page 2 of 2



